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The Company.
SOLON was founded in 1997 in Berlin, Germany, and is currently one of the leading
manufacturers of solar modules and solar system technology in Europe. In 1998,
SOLON became the ﬁrst solar energy company to be listed on the German stock
exchange. The SOLON Group has subsidiaries in Germany, Austria, Italy, France,
Switzerland and the USA. Worldwide, we employ around 950 people.

The Philosophy.

Giving intense scrutiny to every technical detail of a solar power
system is just as important to us as getting a clear view of
the big picture. If we can use photovoltaics in an intelligent
manner, we can solve the great challenges of our time: from
the increasing cost of electricity to the scarcity of fossil fuels
and the impact of climate change.

The Strategy.

As a pure player among the German solar companies, SOLON
operates in selected stages of the solar value chain and focuses
on its core competencies and markets. SOLON clearly caters
to the premium segment. The outstanding quality standard of
SOLON products is based on the following aspects:
Product design
We only use high-quality materials to ensure longevity
and high yields. We have also designed intensive in-house
testing and approval processes.

Production
We have our own manufacturing plants in Germany, Italy
and the USA that have longstanding industry experience.
We are also certified according to ISO 9001 and ISO 14001,
ensuring the highest production quality.
Implementation
We have many years of experience in constructing turnkey
power plants across the globe.
Service
We offer a wide range of services and value-added services
as well as extensive warranties on SOLON products.
On-time delivery
Our own logistics center provides maximum flexibility,
delivering products worldwide right to your construction
site.
Innovation
We use state-of-the-art cell technologies and have close
partnerships with universities, research institutions and
suppliers.
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The Portfolio.
SOLON has consistently focused on solar modules and solar system technology,
from single-family homes to turnkey solar power plants, making it one of the most
innovative, reliable and largest solar companies throughout Europe.

SOLON Components.

SOLON Power Plants.

SOLON modules feature
high efficiency
a power range from 130 to 280 Wp
excellent service life
secure yields
	a 10 year product warranty and a performance warranty,
which guarantees an average of 87% output over 25 years

The SOLON team provides
project planning
construction management
grid connection
monitoring of ongoing operations
system maintenance

SOLON Roof Systems.

We offer investment services for financial investors who are
looking for safe and highly profitable investment opportunities
in reliable and powerful solar power plants at the highest
yielding locations in the world.

We supply our mono- and polycrystalline solar modules
in over 20 countries, offering our customers a 10 year
product warranty.

We develop and assemble turnkey photovoltaic installations
for industrial buildings.
The SOLON portfolio includes systems for
flat roofs
lightweight roofs
pitched roofs
building-integrated solutions

In recent years, SOLON has implemented solar power plants
with a total capacity of 200 MWp, which include fixedmounted as well as single-axis and dual-axis tracking systems.

SOLON Investments.

The principle: Investors provide their own capital
and SOLON will
search for suitable areas
take care of any additional financing needs
clarify legal and tax issues
build the power plant
connect the power plant to the power grid
maintain the power plant over its entire service life
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